
Easy Scenic
Long smooth and rythmic. A great warm up
run, a great scenic run, just a great run.
One of our all time favorite laps 

From Christmas or Lookout Express;
exit right and curl around onto
Upper College; stay right at the top
of Frenchman’s for Lower College

Upper / Lower
Collegen

Bumps
(Learning)

A groomer with a mogul field on the left;
take a few bump turns. When you need a
break, pop out onto the groomer

Flying Squirrel
Exit Frenchman’s right and take
an immediate right onto Flying
Squirrel

Steep
The centerpiece of Sun Valley’s bowls, and
oddly hard to access, so the snow stays
fresh a bit longer

Exit Mayday right and traverse
along Lookout Lane. After a couple
hundred yards, drop in to Easter
Bowl

Easter Bowl

Groomer
A short groomer that’s best midday when
the sun’s on it

Exit Seattle Ridge left and take the
second run on the right

Gretchen's Gold

Longer
Groomer

A very long groomer; by the bottom, you'll
just be gliding through the forest

Exit Seattle Ridge right to Leigh Lane;
turn left at the end of Leigh Lane onto
Broadway. Follow Broadway all the
way to the bottom of Broadway lift

Broadway/Lower
Broadway

Warming Up 
A medium length groomer that gets great
morning sun and comes with stunning views

Christmas Ridge
Exit Christmas left and drop into the
first run off the ridge

These mogul runs go directly under Lookout
Express. Stick your pole plants and keep
your skis together. Pressure’s on!

From Lookout Restaurant, take Ridge.
Then go left for Upper Holiday until
you reach Roundhouse Lane; go over
Roundhouse Lane to Middle Holiday
which rolls into Lower Holiday

Middle/Lower
Holiday

Showing Off

Burner
(Advanced)

Limelight is Warm Spring’s steeper
neighbor; running parallel to Warm
Springs, it's beautiful in the morning with
the sun just cresting the top of the run. Be
ready for moderate bumps

Exit Challenger left and take the first
left. From Lookout Express or
Christmas, exit straight and skate
toward the top of Challenger, but
before reaching the lift, take a right

Upper/Middle/
Lower Limelight 

Bumps
(Advanced)

A long, steep, seemingly endless barrage of
big moguls; a challenge for even the most
seasoned bump skier

From the Gondola, exit right onto
Roundhouse Slope; at the bottom of
Roundhouse Slope, go left for
Exhibition

Exhibition

Burner

A 3,000+ vertical foot gully; the sections
(Upper/Middle/Lower) are divided by cat
tracks that cut across and funnel into the
gully. Steep and narrow at the top, open
and flat at the bottom

Exit Challenger to the right and take
first run on the right. From Lookout
Express and Christmas exit straight
and skate past the top of Challenger,
then it’s the first run on the right

Upper/Middle/
Lower Warm
Springs

Steep with perfectly spaced out trees; tree
skiing perfection

Exit Seattle Ridge left and go through
the access gate; stay high and right
through the first open section;
Numbers will be on the left once you
enter Sunrise Bowl 

NumbersGlades

The gem of the Sunrise Expansion. Formerly
a sidecountry favorite, now patrolled and
accessible to all skiers. A long bowl that
leads to steep glades. Best on powder days

Exit Seattle Ridge left and head
through the access gate. Stay high
and right after the first open section.
Then, you'll pass through some trees
and come out onto Sunrise Bowl

Sunrise Bowl
Steep
& Deep

The steepest run on the mountain; add in
big moguls and it’s a burly one; the only
relief is that it’s short

From Roundhouse Restaurant go left
onto Gun Tower Lane; keep an eye
out for the sign to Inhibition. It’ll be
on your left after a couple hundred
yards

Inhibition
Short
& Steep
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